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Abstract 
Radiation protection of paediatric patients is a primary objective in paediatric 

radiology due the higher life expectance of the little patients undergoing radiology 
examinations and due to the higher radiosensitivity of tissues.  

Aim of this work is the study of the optimization process in paediatric doses needed 
after the recent installation of a new Computed Radiography System in the Radiology of the 
Meyer paediatric Hospital, in Florence, Italy. This process involves both the use of new 
dedicated digitizer (Agfa DX-S) and elaboration software (Agfa NX2.0).  

The choice of the DX-S systems has been performed in consideration of high 
resolution (Scanhead technology - DirectriX detector),  image sharpness and portability of 
the cassettes that make  DX-S ideal in paediatric applications as neonatal intensive care. The 
NX software for image processing has been installed with the “Paediatric” licence that 
optimizes paediatric images especially for exposures of premature newborns. Paediatric NX 
automatically selects the paediatric age group, depending on the patient’s birth date. Each 
age group contains enhanced algorithms and settings adapted to age group, for optimized 
visibility of fine details. All the CR system  has been accepted by mean of quality control 
acceptance tool AGFA AutoQC2, and all the automatic exposure control devices installed on 
radiographic devices were previously calibrated in accordance to literature with signal to 
noise vs dose considerations [S. Mazzocchi et al. “AEC set-up optimization with computed 
radiography imaging” Radiat. Prot. Dosim. 117, 169-173 2005]. 

Paediatric patients were then  divided into age-weight categories and the Entrance 
Surface Doses (ESD) were calculated by output x-rays measurements. ESD for thorax 
examinations were correlated to the image evaluations performed by experienced radiologists 
following European Guidelines on quality criteria for diagnostic radiographic images in 
paediatrics (EUR 16261, European Commission, 1996).  All measurements were compared 
with diagnostic reference levels and found lower with good image quality.  

This work confirms the necessity of control and optimization of the imaging chain, 
the importance of proper calibrating automatic exposure control devices if present, and the 
importance of  the choice of the imaging detectors in paediatric radiology.  
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